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INTENT
“Music is all around us. It is the soundtrack to

our lives.” 

Music has the ability to draw everyone together and

provide a sense of community which we feel strongly

at St Anne’s, especially through whole school

singing. Through music, children are able to express

themselves, develop a variety of skills and learn how

to perform to an audience. Although there will be

many different styles of music shared with children

through their learning, each year group will focus on

a particular style and / or artist with the aim being

that by the end of their learning journey at St Anne’s,

the children will be able to make comparisons

between composers, develop and express personal

opinions and feelings about pieces of music and

compose and perform their own music. Music is also

part of the broader arts curriculum, which

incorporates art, dance and drama.

IMPLEMENTATION
Music skills are taught discretely in blocks throughout

the year and there are various opportunities for extra

music making including whole school singing and

clubs. There are also nativity performances and an

end of year show where music plays an integral part.

Each year group has a specific artist and / or

musical style that they focus on each year. This

allows a more detailed look at what inspired many of

the great composers; exploring styles,

instrumentation and form. Each year group also

builds on their knowledge of the musical elements

and technical vocabulary of musical terms so that

they can develop the skills to be able to listen to,

appraise, compose and perform music with

increasing confidence.  

Over the course of time, this provides children

with a firm foundation of knowledge. Every child

will have access to learn a tuned instrument

during their time at the school during class

sessions and there are also extra possibilities to

have private lessons if desired. The school also

has a music specialist who supports the

teaching of the class sessions and runs extra -

curricular clubs.

 

IMPACT
The music curriculum at St Anne’s enables all

children to be part of an ensemble, whether this

be in paired compositions, performances in

class assemblies or whole school singing. Being

part of an ensemble is a key feature of many

musical activities and so teamwork and the

ability to discuss ideas together is paramount.

Through the development of skills, children will

be able to compose and record these creations

using a variety of forms including traditional

staff notation. Through their study of various

composers and musical styles, children are able

to develop a musical knowledge bank. This will

help the children to form their own opinions and

compare and analyse their own compositions

and performances alongside those of others.

The skills which are developed through the

music curriculum are designed to challenge,

inspire creativity and encourage perseverance.



Reception Class

Starts to compare pieces of music 'This is slow
and this is faster'. 
Thinks abstractly about music 'This sounds like a
Dinosaur stomping'. 

Able to 'Pitch Match' with increasing accuracy.
Starts to sing entire songs or nursery rhymes.
Creates own songs with a developing sense of
structure.

Moves in time to a pulse.

Responds physically to sudden changes in

music.

Starts to choregraph own dances to music

or replicate a taught dance sequence.

Keeps a steady beat / taps rhythms to familiar
words and phrases.
Creates music based on a theme (eg River
flowing)

Musical Development

Within the Foundation Stage children continue to

explore the world through a mixture of play and

discrete teaching. Children are introduced to

rhymes and songs on a daily basis through other

areas of their learning such as math's songs,

phonic songs and nursery rhymes. 

Opportunities are provided for children to explore

different types of music and to begin to develop

their own musical vocabulary in expressing what

they like and dislike and describing what they can

hear.

Hearing and Listening

Vocalising and singing

Moving and Dancing

Exploring and Playing

Key Vocabulary and sentence

starters:

 

Loud    Soft    Quiet

Slow / Slower      Fast  / Faster    

 Quick / Quicker   

'It sounds like......'

'I can hear ...........'

 
            



Year 1

Sing simple songs and rhymes from memory

Sing a wide range of call and response songs

To be able to control pitch and match their

pitch with accuracy

Compare high and low sounds

Recognize the sound and names of some

instruments

Say what the music is about or how it makes

them feel

Improvise simple vocal chants (question and

answer)

Create musical sound effects and short

sequences in response to stimuli using

classroom instruments or sound makers

Invent, retain and recall rhythm and pitch

patterns

See that graphic notation can represent

sounds and invent own symbols

Show the pulse of the music by moving (e.g.

walk, jump, dancing on tiptoes) or by using

instruments (clapping or classroom

instruments) and maintain a steady beat.

Perform short repeating rhythm patterns

(ostinati) while keeping in time to a steady

beat.

Perform word pattern chants and then create,

retain and perform their own.

Use story telling to explore sounds e.g. Jack

and the beanstalk (notes ascending as Jack

climbs)

Singing

Listening

Composing

Musicianship

Key Vocabulary:

 

             Call and response              

 Question and answer phrases

High / low        Ostinato

                 Tuned percussion                       

Body percussion 

 Rhythm    Pitch    Pulse

Beat     Tempo
 



Year 2

Sing songs with increasing vocal control

To begin to understand dynamics and tempo

and demonstrate these when singing

Follow a leader’s directions or visual symbols

Know begin to identify different musical styles

(e.g. pop, classical)

Know some songs have a chorus or

response/answer part

Learn how music can tell a story or describe

an idea

Express own opinions on what music they

enjoy and start to describe why.

Create music in response to a non-musical

stimulus

Improvise with a partner Q & A phrases using

untuned percussion

Use graphic symbols, dot notation and stick

notation to record composed pieces.

Pulse – understand the speed of the beat can

change (tempo) and practice keeping the

beat and finding the strongest beat

Rhythm – read rhythm patterns represented

with stick notation (crotchets, quavers and

crotchet rests) and create and perform their

own.

Pitch – respond to pitch changes (high /low)

with actions and by using dot notation

Singing

Listening

Composing

Musicianship

Key Vocabulary:

 

       Pitch    Dynamics    Tempo 

 Improvise

Crescendo / Decrescendo

Pause        Graphic Symbols

Dot notation / Stick notation

Pulse / beat crotchet

Quavers     Crotchet      Rests

 
 



Year 3

Sing a wide range of unison songs tunefully

and with expression

Perform actions confidently and in time

Walk, move or clap a steady beat with others,

changing the speed of the beat as the tempo

changes

Express how music makes them feel

Confidently find the pulse when listening

Name instruments they can hear and start to

learn about different instrument families

Identify musical dimensions featured (e.g.

dynamics, texture, structure)

Structure musical ideas to create music that

has a beginning, middle and end from a range

of stimuli

Improvise using short responses

Combine rhythmic notation with letter names

to compose

Compose song accompaniments on untuned

percussion using known rhythm and note

values. 

Learn to play a tuned instrument e.g. recorder

/ glockenspiel using staff notation

Know the difference between crotchets and

paired quavers adding word chants to help

link a syllable to a note e.g. cat-er-pill-er

(quavers) butt-er-fly (quaver, quaver,

crotchet)

Use dot notation to show high/low pitch on a

stave (using lines, spaces and clef)

Singing

Listening

Composing

Musicianship

Key Vocabulary:

 

  Dynamics (forte / piano)   pitch

           Tempo  beat   Improvise                                                            

Tuned/Untuned percussion

Unison       Note values

Allegro    Adagio

Staff/dot notation       Stave

    Clef   Crotchets  Paired quavers           

 
 



Year 4

Sing a broad range of unison songs

Pitch voice accurately, following directions for

crescendo / decrescendos

Sing rounds in different time signatures

Able to talk about musical dimensions and

where they are used

Name some of the instruments heard and learn

about musical families of instruments

Identify the main sections of a song / piece of

music

Develop a wider understanding of styles of

music (e.g. jazz, blues, classical)

Combine known rhythmic notation with letter

names to improvise and compose short

pentatonic phrases to sing and play

Arrange individual notation cards of known

note values (♩ , ♫ , minims and crotchet rests)

to create sequences (2,3 or 4 beat phrases)

arranged into bars

Explore musical elements by composing music

to create a specific mood (major and minor)

Capture and record creative ideas using staff

notation, graphic symbols, rhythm notation

and time signatures.

Play and perform melodies following staff

notation using a small range of notes (e.g. C-

G)

Perform in 2 or more parts (melody and

accompaniment) from simple notation

Copy short melodic pentatonic phrases

Understand staff notation for crotchets,

quavers, minims, crotchet rests and quaver

rests. 

Singing

Listening

Composing

Musicianship

Key Vocabulary:

 

  Legato    Staccato   Melody

Improvise Octave 

 Accompaniment

Major   Minor   Time signatures 

Pentatonic  

 Crescendo/Decrescendo

Minim  Crotchet / rest

Paired quavers staff notation
       



Year 5

Sing a broad range from an extended

repertoire observing phrasing and accurate

pitching

Sing 3 part rounds, partner songs and songs

with a verse and chorus

Know different types of music (e.g. jazz,

blues, classical)

Be able to talk about any musical dimensions

featured

Find out about the historical context of the

song / music listened to.

Know the names of instruments from different

musical families and cultures

Improvise freely over a drone or a simple

groove, experimenting with dynamics

Use chords to compose music to evoke a

specific atmosphere, mood or environment.

Create music to accompany a silent film or to

set a scene.

Compose a short ternary piece

Play melodies following staff notation from

middle C – C

Understand how triads are formed and

perform simple chord accompaniments to

familiar songs

Develop the skill of playing by ear, copying

longer phrases. 

Read and play short rhythmic phrases using

semibreves, minims, crotchets, quavers,

semiquavers, crotchet rests and different time

signatures(2/4, ¾ and 4/4) 

Singing

Listening

Composing

MusicianshipKey Vocabulary:

 

   Verse / chorus Improvise Drone

Groove    Beat  Ternary

Time signatures     staff notation

Triads    Dynamics (ff, pp, mf, mp)

Semibreves        Minims

Crotchets / rests   Quavers

Semiquavers

 
       



Year 6

Sing a broad range of songs including

syncopated rhythms. Observing rhythms,

phrasing and accurate pitching. 

Sing 3 and 4 part rounds with children

standing in parts as well as mixed standing.

Use voice to create different sounds.

Talk about music dimensions and how they

work together

Understand the historical context of the music

/ songs listened to

Know different styles and style indicators

Know the names of instruments from different

musical families and cultures

Plan, compose and notate an 8 or 16 beat

melodic phrase using the pentatonic scale,

incorporating rhythmic variety

Create music with multiple sections including

repetition and contrast

Add chord changes to a sequence

Compose a Body Percussion piece.

Play a melody following staff notation within

an octave range and a dynamic range (pp,

mp, mf, ff)

Accompany melodies using block chords and a

bass line

Read and play a 4 bar phrase from notation,

confidently identifying note names and

duration. 

Confidently identify and perform semibreves,

minims, crotchets, quavers, semiquavers and

their equivalent rests. 

Singing

Listening

Composing

MusicianshipKey Vocabulary:

 

 Syncopated   Groove   Pentatonic

Ternary    Staff notation   Octave

Semibreve / rest     Minim/rest

Crotchet/rest    Quaver/rest

Semiquaver/rest     Dynamics

Structure     Texture     Duration

Tempo      Timbre
       



Year 1—Music—Knowledge Organiser 

Call and  
response 

Two separate musical phrases, the 
second one responds to the first.  

Ostinato A short patterns of notes that is re-
peated several times.  

Pitch The highness or lowness of a sound 

Rhythm A regular repeating pattern of sounds 
or beats.  

Tempo The speed of the music.  

Beat A blow or a stroke repeated again and 
again.  

Crescendo Music that gets louder 

Diminuendo Music that gets quieter. 

Percussion Instruments that make a sound by 
being struck or shaken. 

Composer The person who writes music. 

Round 3 or more people sing the same tune 
but start at different times. 

Dynamics Shows how loud of quietly pieces of 
music should be played to add effect. 

Key Vocabulary Percussion instruments   
can be tuned or un-tuned. 
Tuned percussion means 
that when you strike it a 
single specific note will 
sound. A xylophone is a 
tuned percussion            
instrument.  

Examples of un-tuned    
percussion instruments   
are shakers, tambourines, 
triangles, cymbals etc.  

Percussion instruments 

Samba is a type of music that    
originated in Brazil. Lots of        
percussion instruments are used in 
Samba music. There is also a lot of 
call and responses phrases within 
the music, often interlinked with 
each other. Sometimes the leader 
has a whistle and this helps the   
music speed up or slow down the 
whistle is called the apito. 

Samba 

Get louder Get quieter Symbols help us know how 
to play instruments. 



Year 1—Music—Knowledge Organiser 

Key music to listen to. 

‘Mars’ from ‘The Planets’ 
by Gustav Holst 

Can you hear the music get 
louder and quieter? 

What percussion instruments 
can you hear? 

Does the music get faster and 
slower? 

What percussion instruments 
can you hear? 

Can you hear the question and 
answer phrases? 

How does this music make you 
feel? Why?  

Fanfarra by Sergio Mendes 

‘Stomp’ is a live  
performing group 
who use everyday 
items to make    
percussion            
instruments.  

What could you use 
to make a percussion 
instrument? 

‘Rondo alla Turca’ by Mozart. 

Can you hear the beat? 

This is a military marching music. Can you im-
agine marching to the beat? 

What instrument is it played on? 

Does this have a fast or slow tempo?  

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 

Mozart was born in Strasberg, Austria in 1756. 
He was known as a child prodigy which means he 
was a musical genius at a very young age. He learnt 
to play the piano at 3 years old, wrote his first 
piece of  music at 5 years old and wrote his first 
opera at 12 years old! 

Mozart wrote over 600 pieces 
of music. Many of these were 
for the piano which was an    
instrument that was very   
popular then. He wrote some 
music for orchestras as well. 
Some of the pieces of music 
last over 30 minutes. Sadly he 
became ill when he was young 
and died when he was only 35.  



Year 2—Music—Knowledge Organiser 

Orchestra A group of musicians playing          
different instruments.  

Ostinato A short patterns of notes that 
is repeated several times.  

Pitch The highness or lowness of a 
sound 

Rhythm A regular pattern of sound 

Tempo The speed of the music.  

Beat / pulse A basic and continuous unit of 
time  

Crescendo Music that gets louder 

Diminuendo Music that gets quieter. 

Percussion Instruments that make a sound 
by being struck or shaken. 

Composer The person who writes music. 

Reed Thin piece of wood in a mouth-
piece of some wind instruments.  

Dynamics Shows how loud of quietly piec-
es of music should be played to 
add effect. 

Key Vocabulary Wood wind instruments  
include the flute, oboe, 
clarinet and bassoon.  
They used to be made of 
wood. Now they are made 
of plastic and metal.  

Wood wind instruments 

Mouthpiece of a 
flute 

Woodwind instruments make         
different sounds or ’notes’ when air 
is blown into them and holes are    
covered. They can make low pitch and 
high pitch sounds and come in       
different sizes.  

The ait within a wind instrument 
vibrates to make a sound.     
Sometimes the air is blown across 
a mouthpiece such as a flute. 
Sometimes the air is blown into a 
mouthpiece through a reed. A 
reed is a very thin piece of wood 
that vibrates.  

To make different notes, holes on 
the instrument are covered.  

Mouthpiece with a 
reed 



Year 2—Music—Knowledge Organiser Key music to listen to. 

‘Bolero’ by Maurice Ravel 

Can you hear the music get 
louder and quieter? 

Can you tap along to the beat? 

What instruments can you 
hear?  

Can you feel the beat? Clap along! 

Can you hear the Question and 
Response sections? 

‘With a little help from my 
friends’ by The Beatles 

‘Largo—New World    
Symphony’ - By Dvorak 

‘Peters theme’ from ‘Peter and 
the Wolf by Prokofiev. 

The same tune is played by different 
parts of the orchestra. 

Does the music help you imagine what 
Peter is like? Does it tell a story? 

Maurice Ravel 

Maurice Ravel was born in 1875 in 
France. He started playing the piano 
when he was very young. He liked to 
write music about fairy tails and far 
away lands.  

One of his most famous pieces of music is 
‘The Bolero’. It was used by two famous 
ice skaters called Torvill and Dean who 
skated to it in the Olympic Games.  Close your eyes? What pictures 

does this music help you see? 

What instruments can you hear? 

Rhythm 

Hap        py      hap        py     sun  shine 

Music is written using dots and lines. The dots tend to tell 
us the note or pitch. The lines help us to recognise the 
rhythm or beat.  

Single lines are a single beat or ‘Clap’. Joined lines indicate a 
double clap. Try the rhythm above by clasping it as you say 
‘Happy Happy Sunshine’ 



Year 3—Music—Knowledge Organiser 

Key Vocabulary 

The orchestra is made up of different 
instruments. That belong to different 
instrument ‘families’. 

The Orchestra 

Woodwind  

Strings 

Brass 

Percussion 

The conductor will stand at the front 
of the Orchestra and direct them. He 
helps them keep time, play faster or 
slower and also play quietly or loudly. 

Improvise Make up music as you go along.  

Dynamics Loudness and softness (Volume) of the music. 

Allegro Music played at a brisk speed. 

Adagio Music performed at a slower speed. 

Tempo The speed of the music.  

Unison Playing the same note or complementary notes. 

Orchestra A group of musicians playing different instruments.  

Conductor Leader of the orchestra. Leads dynamics and speed. 

Pitch The highness or lowness of a sound 

Rhythm A regular pattern of sound 

Crochet A note that is one beat long. 

Quaver A half beat note (Paired quaver) two quavers joined. 



Year 3—Music—Knowledge Organiser 

Key music to listen to. 

‘The Nutcracker’ by Pyotr, Ilyrich 
Tchaikovsky 

What animals can you see when you 
hear the music? 

What instruments can you hear? 

Can you feel the beat? Clap along! 

Can you hear the Question and Response 
sections? 

‘I feel good’ by James Brown 

‘The Snowman’ - composed 
by Howard Blake. 

‘Carnival of the animals’ by 
Saint-Saens. 

 

Reading music Close your eyes? What pictures does 
this music help you see? 

What instruments can you hear? 

Tchaikovsky 

What instruments can you hear? 

How does the music change? 

Pyotr (Peter) Ilyich Tchaikovsky was 
born in Russia in 1840. He learnt to play 
the piano at a young age and by 9, could 
read music as well as his music teacher.  

He wrote lots of pieces of music that told stories and  
music. He was most famous for writing music for various 
ballets. These include The Nutcracker, Swan Lake and 
Sleeping Beauty. The time when he was writing music,  
was called The Romantic Period.   

The Stave is made of five 
lines and 4 spaces. It is like 
a ladder. The notes at the 
bottom of the ladder are 
the lowest, the ones at the 
top of the ladder are the 
highest.  

The symbol at the start 
is the treble clef. This 

helps us name each note. 
A B C D E F. 



Year 4—Music—Knowledge Organiser Key Vocabulary 

Brass instruments 

The trumpet has a cup shaped 
mouth piece and a bell shaped end. 
There are 3 valves on the top that 
when pressed, make different 
notes.  

Improvise Make up music as you go along.  

Pentatonic 5 notes within a scale  

Major Notes played together to make a ‘bright’ sound. 

Minor Notes played together to make a ‘sad’ sound. 

Minim The note 2 beats long.  

Time     
signature 

Two numbers on a stave that tell you what time 
beat to count for that piece of music.  

Legato Long and smooth notes or sounds.  

Staccato Short and bumpy sounds or notes. 

Octave There are 8 notes grouped within an octave.  

Melody An arrangement of notes that sound pleasant 

Crochet A note that is one beat long. 

Quaver A half beat note (Paired quaver) two quavers joined. 

The cornet is like the trumpet, 
but it is smaller and rounder in 
shape.  

The French horn is round. It has 
valves that are closed by levers. 
If you pulled the tube straight it 
would be over 3 meters long. 

The tuba is the largest brass   
instrument. It is oval shaped and 
produces low pitched notes. 

The trombone is different to all the other 
brass instruments. It has a sliding U shaped 

piece that creates the notes.  

Jazz Jazz was created in the USA, A famous area 
for Jazz is New Orleans. Jazz is a particular 
style of music.  Many jazz bands have brass    
instruments in them. 

Jazz is different to other music in that part of 
it is written and planned and some of it is made 
up as the musicians go along. This is called     
improvisation.  



Year 4—Music—Knowledge Organiser Key music to listen to. 

‘Symphony No 5 
by Beethoven. 

Is this a slow or 
fast piece of  
music? 

‘Take the A 
Train’ -by Billy 
Strayhorn and 
the Duke         
Ellington       
Orchestra 

Can you feel the beat?  

Can you hear the Question and   
Response sections? 

‘When the Saints go Marching 
in’ by Louis Armstrong 

Can you hear each 
instrument? 

Can you name them? 

Can you describe 
Louis Armstrong’s 
voice? 

Beethoven 

What sections of the orchestra can 
you hear in this music? 

What does this music make you 
think of? 

No one really knows when Beethoven 
was born. Although there are      
records to say that he was Baptised 
as Ludwig Beethoven on December 
17th 1770 in Bonn in Germany. 

Beethoven was one of the most famous Classical 
composers and wrote music for  the piano, or-
chestras and string quartets. At the age of 30 he 
started to go deaf. By the time he was 40 he was 
completely deaf. But that did not stop him writing 
mazing music. He was known to be a little grumpy 
and scruffy. He would get very angry if anyone 
talked during one of his performances. Between 
10,000 and 30,000 people attended his funeral.  

An Octave is the name of the               
interval between notes. On this     
keyboard the distance include 8 white 
keys, including the starting C and    
finishing C. ‘Oct’ in Latin means ‘eight’.  

A time  signature tells us how many beats in a 
bar and what type of beats. The top 4 means 4 
beats. The bottom 4 means crotchet beats 
which are one whole count, eg. 1234  1234 etc.  

‘Fur Elise’ by 
Beethoven. 



\ 

Year 5—Music—Knowledge Organiser Key Vocabulary 

Folk Music 

Often the original 
writer of a folk 
song is unknown. 
Vaughn Williams 
was a composer 
who decided to try 
and capture many 
different Folk   
music tunes and 
preserve them by 
linking them into 
one piece of music 
called The English 
Folk song suit. 

Crochet A note that is one beat long. 

Quaver A half beat note (Paired qua-
ver) two quavers joined. 

Minim A note that is 2 beats long. 

Semi breve A note that is 4 beats long 

Semi quaver A note half the value of a 

Verse/
Chorus 

A structure of a piece of  
music—Verse, Chorus, Verse, 
Chorus. (choruses are       
generally exactly the same) 

Improvise Make up music as you go 

Chord Several harmonious notes 
played at the same time 

Triad A chord made up of 3 tones. 

Drone A continuous low tone played 
throughout a piece of music. 

Dynamic 
Symbols 

Symbols that indicate volume 
of a section of music (ff pp 
mf mp) 

Time     
Signature 

Two numbers on a stave that 
tell you what time beat to 
count for that piece of music.  

There are many different   
instruments used in original 
folk music. These include 
acoustic guitars, accordions, 
fiddles, bagpipes, banjos and 
many more.  

Fiddles are violins, played a 
certain way. Accordions and 
bagpipes have air in them and 
need to be squeezed to make 
a sound. 

A shanty is made up of a ‘call 
and response’ pattern with a 
strong soloist called the 
‘Shanty Man’, who would lead 
the singing. The Shanty man 
would often sing a line with the 
rest of the sailors responding 
together. 

Folk music is a type of traditional and generally rural music that originally was 
passed down through families and other small social groups. Typically, folk 
music, like folk literature, lives in oral tradition; it is learned through hearing 
rather than reading.   

Sea Shanties 

A shanty is a song sailors sang as they 
worked on ships. During the 19th century. 
The songs were often improvised (made up) 
but rhymed and were set to a strong beat. 
The beat was important as it helped the  
sailors with their work, for example,    
working together to haul in fishing nets and 
ropes, or rowing.  



Year 5—Music—Knowledge Organiser Key music to listen to. 

‘Belfast Child’ by Simple Minds. 

Based on an old Celtic song 
called ‘She moved through the 
fair’. Simple minds changed it 
and linked it to troubles in 
Northern Ireland. Compare 
both pieces. 

What instruments can you hear? 

This piece of music is made up of dif-
ferent folk tunes, can you hear the dif-
ferent tunes in the music? 

‘Early one morning—
Arrangement by Britten 

There are many different ar-
rangements of this Folk Song. 
How many can you listen to? 

‘Are you going to Scarborough 
Fair’ by Simon and Garfunkel 

This song dates back to the 
middle ages. Can you hear the 
harmonies of the singers? 

What instruments do they use? 

A semibreve is a 
whole note lasting 
for 4 beats. 

C Major Scale A scale is made up of 8 
notes. There are many 
scales, but a good one to 
start with is C Major. Every 
major scale has the same 
pattern between the notes—
whole, whole, half, whole 
whole whole, half. The 
space between C and D is a 
whole step with the black 
note being a half step. E to F 
is a half step as there is no 
black note between them. 

‘English Folk song suit’ by 
Vaughan Williams 

Note values 



 

Year 6—Music—Knowledge Organiser 

Key Vocabulary 

Beatboxing is a form of vocal percussion often 
mimicking drum beats or drum  machines. It is 
connected with modern day Hip-Hop culture how-
ever it was originally influenced by African body 
percussion.  

Beat / pulse A basic unit of time marking 
speed a piece is played. 

Rhythm Variable patterns that fit 
over a beat/pulse. 

Syncopation Sudden change in rhythm of a 
piece of music. 

Pentatonic A scale with 5 notes not usual 
8 

Structure Order different parts of a 
tune are played in 

Duration Length each note is played 
for (or rest taken) 

Texture How layers of music interact 
with each other..  

Tempo Rate of speed. 

Downbeat The accented first beat of a 
group of notes. 

Groove Persistant group of beats giv-
ing a feeling of togetherness.. 

Ensemble A group of musicians of any 
number. 

Meter Different groups of beats..  

Anna Meredith  is a    
Scottish composer who 
writes acoustic and      
electronic music. She      
enjoys experimenting    
with body percussion and     
beatboxing to make    
music. She has written 
many   pieces for the 
BBC Proms for groups 
and orchestras to      
perform without their   
instruments.  

Body Percussion is the art of using the human body to make sounds. Body 
Percussion seems to have originated in South Africa. Workers in diamond 
mines were not allowed to talk as they worked. So instead they stamped 
their boots and made sounds with their body to communicate with each 
other. 

Body Percussion 

Beatboxing 

Stomp 

Stomp is a famous 
preforming group 
that make music 
using percussion 
instruments made 
out of everyday 
items and body 
percussion. 



Year 6—Music—Knowledge Organiser Key music to listen to. 

Can you keep in time to the beat? 

What Body Percussion can you 
hear in this piece of music? 

‘Hands Free’ - by Anna        
Meredith (BBC Proms) 

Durations of 
rests. 

Knowing the duration of a rest is as im-
portant as  knowing the duration of a note. 
The duration of rests and notes enable a 
rhythm to the music.  

‘We will Rock You — Queen 

Time Signatures 

What parts of their bodies are 
the using to make music? 

‘Connect It’ - by Anna Meredith 

This is performed as a Cannon, where 
same piece of music is performed by 
2 or 3 different people, but at      
different times. They interlink. Can 
you hear the different parts? 

‘Jin-Go-La-Ba’ - Drums of 
Passion. 

What instruments are used to 
keep the beat? 

The same words are repeated over 
and over, just in a different 
rhythm. Can you sport a sequence? 

To perform a piece of music, you need to know its ‘meter’ or 
the beat you need to keep. In written music this is noted as 2 
numbers one on top of each other. The top number tells you 
how many beats in a  meter (or bar). The bottom number tells 
you the note value of a single beat. 


